HYBRID TRIPS
Nurturing Christ-centered identity through wilderness experience

WHAT TO EXPECT
Hybrid trips at Wilderness Canoe Base are a wonderful way to get introduced to the Boundary Waters. Generally, a Hybrid Trip allows for groups to spend half of their time on trail and the other half of their time at camp. Time at camp can look differently depending on the desires of the groups, but it generally either ends up looking like an Island Camp or a Work-Service trip. Regardless, during your week, you will enjoy the beauty and serenity of the Northwoods, grow deeper in your faith, develop an appreciation of God’s natural world, establish meaningful relationships, and learn more about yourself.

A TASTE OF TRAIL...
For many, groups like to do a Hybrid Trip as a way to experience the BWCAW for the first time. For groups who are uncertain that a full 5 nights on trail would work for them, doing a Hybrid Trip allows for a shorter amount of time on trail, and also some wonderful time to stay at camp and experience all of the wonderful activities unique to the Base. Hopefully, a Hybrid Trip will get your group excited to consider a full week on trail in a future year.

FUN AND ADVENTURE TIME
Hybrid trips are very adaptable to the desires of your group. Your group will be assigned a guide for the week who will show you the ways of the wilderness and lead your group in activities that are decided upon on the first night that your group arrives. As you plan for this Hybrid Trip, we will talk about the options to either spend the first half of your week or the second half of your week on trail. Additionally, you can brainstorm the types of activities that you would like to do while on Base, ranging from rock climbing, hiking, games, day trips, campfires, berry picking, to so much more. No matter how you schedule your Hybrid trip or what you end up doing, your week will be full of new experiences and is guaranteed to be rewarding, exciting, beautiful, enriching, adventurous, and refreshing.

Trip Dates & Info:
Wilderness Canoe Base
campwapo.org/camp/wilderness
wcboffice@campwapo.org

This business operates within the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness in the Superior National Forest. As a BWCAW Cooperator, this business is an equal opportunity service provider.